Action recognition is an important research direction in computer vision, which has worldwide applications, such as video surveillance, human-robot interaction and so on. Due to the influence of complex background and multi-angle changes, accurate recognition and analysis of human motion in real-life scenarios is still a challenging problem. In order to improve the accuracy of pedestrian detection and motion recognition, this paper proposes a novel edge-aware end-to-end deep network method, which uses the edge-aware pooling module to improve pedestrian contour accuracy and captures video sequences using multi-scale pyramid pooling layer spatial-time context feature. The complementary features of the edge-related features can effectively preserve the clear boundary, and the combination of the auxiliary side output and the pyramid pooling layer output can extract rich global context information. A large number of qualitative and quantitative experimental results show that the proposed model can effectively improve the performance of existing pedestrian detection and motion recognition networks on the UCF-101, HMDB-51, and KTH dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital twin and virtual/augmented reality have achieved rapid development in recent years, which has promoted the innovation of many traditional industries, such as manufacturing, construction, education and other fields. Both of these techniques emphasize how to better map physical space to virtual space and how physical space and virtual space can be better interacted. It is not difficult to imagine that the physical space in many future scenarios will be accompanied by ultra-realistic virtual space. Therefore, the interaction between physical space and virtual space, especially the human-computer interaction problem under virtual space, will be an important and urgent problem to be solved. From the definition of virtual reality, the most important features are immersive and interactive. The key to enhance The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongtao Hao. the user's immersion is the principle of consistency, that is, the feedback/reaction of the virtual space can be synchronized with the state of the user's physical space. The existing virtual reality glasses mainly solve the problem of visual consistency, that is, the user's perspective is obtained in real time by sensors such as the ellipsometer, and the scene in virtual space are correspondingly transformed in real time, so that it can be synchronized with the user's vision. For the interaction, the user's gesture should also be consistent with the physical space in the virtual space, that is, the gesture of the user in the physical space can be synchronized with the gesture in the virtual space, so the gesture estimation is most suitable. The research content of this paper is mainly focused on the problem of gesture estimation. As a challenging problem, it has been plagued by many researchers. The main difficulties include high dimensionality, self-occlusion, uncontrollable environment, rapid change, and large amount of calculation. In recent years, with the development of depth sensors and deep learning, new solutions and ideas have been provided.
After years of development, vision-based motion recognition technology still exist many problems, mainly due to the non-rigid features of the human body and the influence of complex background [4] . Traditional motion recognition algorithms mostly use pedestrian detection and segmentation, and then extract motion features, and finally use gesture-features for classification and recognition [5] . Since traditional methods need to design different artificial features for different tasks, such as color features, optical-flow features, HOG features, etc. [6] , these features are easily affected by the environment, and the generalization ability is poor. Karpathy et al. [7] proposed a multi-feature motion classification model based on saliency segmentation, which combines multiple color space models to segment human body regions from complex backgrounds, and uses improved HU invariant moments to describe pose contours so as to obtain cascade vectors of human body features. Finally, SVM is used to realize feature data classification. The method has high recognition accuracy for test data in simple background, but poor recognition accuracy for human body images collected in natural state. In motion recognition. literature [12] presents an evaluation method of model walk show based on polynomial fitting. Firstly, the method based on Part Affinity Fields is used to detect human joint points. At the same time, in order to eliminate the difference between camera posture and body shape, the detected joint points can be calibrated by Prussian analysis. Secondly, human joint points are divided into three parts: spine, upper limb and lower limb for analysis, Polynomial fitting is carried out from the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Then the polynomial fitting coefficient is used to reduce the dimension of PCA data. Finally, the dimensionality reduction coefficient is taken as the feature of the motion analysis and evaluation, and the SVM classifier is used to realize the classification and recognition of the model's walk-show action. The accuracy of this method is 71.9070 through cross-validation, and it preliminarily realizes the professional evaluation of model walk-show.
The motion recognition model based on machine learning is currently researching more directions, which improves the accuracy of recognition to some extent. Due to the skin color information or complex background, the segmentation algorithm can not get accurate human contour, which affects the recognition rate of post-attitude motion. Tran et al. [8] proposed a motion recognition method based on intelligent learning, which uses complex machine intelligence to solve complex image intelligence. Analyze and acquire the coherent spatiotemporal features of the human body sequence, and complete the corresponding high-precision classification. It can be seen that by directly extracting the feature of the segmentation region and then using the intelligent algorithm to judge the motion, although the accuracy of the model classification can be improved to a certain extent, the characterizing ability of the feature directly affects the recognition accuracy of the system. The traditional human body contour recognition models such as image processing and machine learning are not generalized, sensitive to noise and other disturbances, and cannot effectively identify large-scale image data collected in the natural environment. Compared with the detection algorithm of shallow learning model such as SVM, decision tree and neural network [9] , deep learning represented by CNN emphasizes the deep of model structure, highlights the importance of motion learning, and uses big data to learn. Features, more able to characterize data-rich feature information. For the first time, Simonyan et al. applied convolutional neural networks to the field of motion recognition. By designing a deeper network structure and using Dropout technology to enhance the generalization ability of the model, the detection accuracy exceeds the traditional shallow learning model. The deep model is essentially a deep nonlinear network structure. Through the multiple hidden layer nodes in the network, the low-level features are combined into more abstract high-level features to realize the approximation of complex functions and the learning ability with powerful essential features [10] .
With the rapid development and wide application of deep learning, the existing deep learning algorithms such as AlexNet [11] , GoogleNet [2] , and ResNet [13] have achieved good results in image classification. Good application prospects, but there are also shortcomings such as large amount of network calculation, complex model, and low real-time performance. At the same time, the existing deep learning network structure only uses high-level features for image classification and recognition, which makes it difficult to distinguish the targets that need fine features to recognize, such as gesture categories, vehicle models, and so on. Szegedy et al. [14] designed a dynamic motion recognition method for dual-channel CNN based on LeNet-5 network. This method does not need to extract features manually. The network automatically learns features through training, but the feature extraction is not precise enough and the precision is not high enough. It is difficult to obtain a good recognition effect by using a common single feature convolutional neural network. Therefore, the existing deep learning model cannot be directly used for human motion recognition.
Most state-of-the-art methods for action recognition rely on a two-stream architecture that processes appearance and motion independently. Aiming at the motion characteristics in the context of complex surveillance, this paper proposes an improved multi-scale deep learning network based on the multi-scale deep model. By extracting the spatio-temporal deep features of continuous sequences, the motion information of the target is more accurately characterized. The recognition rate of the convolutional neural network is improved. This method introduces adaptive multi-scale features to realize different scale features of different size convolution kernels of the same layer of convolutional layer, and achieves feature map pooling with different abstraction levels by cascading shallow and deep features. Simultaneously, in order to enhance the generalization ability of the model, this paper proposes a loss function based on regularization constraints.
II. OUR IMPROVED MOTION RECOGNITION ALGORITHM
As we all know, the key to human motion recognition is to obtain the contour information of the human body on a frame-by-frame basis, and then perform feature modeling through spatio-temporal sequences to achieve accurate recognition of motion. Motion recognition has the following problems: 1)The body motions are mainly characterized by the variance of hand-shape. But due to its rapid changes, large deformations, and occlusion, it makes the design of discriminative sign motion representation difficult. 2) motion video sequences have strong redundancy, such as spatial background, transitional frames, static frames, etc. The redundant information has interference and makes the recognition problem complicated; 3) The ultimate purpose of motion recognition is to realize the intention recognition, but it depends on the segmentation of sequences and the recognition of hand. There is no obvious characteristic in the transition of motion, and it is difficult to achieve accurate segmentation.In addition, since the existing human body contour segmentation algorithm lacks constraints on the boundary region, the accuracy of the target boundary contour cannot be effectively improved. In addition, although the multi-channel pooling based method integrates multiple feature information, the lack of global structural information representation, the network still can not separate the human body from the complex background.
Therefore, from the perspective of retaining the edge, this paper proposes a novel edge-aware pooling module that can learn more detailed contour information of the human body: First, we are inspired by the HED model [9] in the BSDS dataset [10] Train a VGG-based supervised flow (EDS) and the EDS parameters are fixed when training the loss function. Then, for each input image, we extract the edge maps from the trained EDS and fuse them with the bypass output features of DenseBlocks [11] to help train the motion Recognition Detection Stream (SDS). All in all, EFM is designed to provide additional edge-related information for motion detection tasks.
Then, according to a global perspective, we use a multiscale pyramid supervised module based on the Pyramid pooling Model (PPM). PPM [12] implements a series of pooling operations to collect global structure information of different scales, and multiple bypass output supervision of the supervision module can generate pedestrian action predictions hierarchically. Combining these two parts, the module can efficiently improve the final prediction.
When the pedestrian action is used for supervisory recognition, the existing method mainly predicts motion from the pedestrian edge optical flow, and cannot blur the pedestrian edge, resulting in low recognition efficiency. Therefore, this paper improves prediction accuracy by providing a pedestrian motion detection network with direct edgeaware supervision. Second, the existing motion detection methods use bypass output features (feature addition or feature splicing) based only on channel operations, while ignoring the importance of global structural features. Therefore, this paper combines the multi-scale pyramid pooling module and auxiliary supervision to make up for the shortcomings of the previous model. The network structure of the proposed method is shown in FIGURE 1. It consists of two modules, of which the edge-aware pooling module is based on VGG. The -16 network, while the multi-scale pyramid supervision model is based on DENSENET.
A. DENSELY COUPLED CODEC NETWORK
Due to the excellent performance of the dense connection model in the classification task and the efficient implementation of memory, this paper selects the recently proposed dense connection network (DenseNet121) as the deep codec model. It turns out that context information can be addedby expanding the receptive field, which is effective for reconstructing the degraded images. In general, the receptive field can be expanded by increasing the width or depth of the network. In order to reasonably expand the receptive field, we use a larger filter on the second convolution of the sub-block. The Inception module [20] , [21] indicates that a convolutional layer with a filter larger than 3×3 can always be reduced to multiple3×3convolutional layers, which can maintain the same receptive field without degrading performance. In addition, multiple 3×3 convolutional layers can increase the depth of the network so as to extract more regional details with better nonlinearity.
Compared to the commonly used VGG16 or ResNet-50, the DenseNet-based training process can make it converge faster with dense residual connections. Specifically, our encoder structure consists of the first convolutional layer and the pooling layer (DenseBlock0) plus the first three DenseBlocks (DenseBlock1, DenseBlock2, DenseBlock3) extracted from the pre-trained DenseNet121. The resolution of the graph is 1/32 of the input image size. As shown in Figure 2 , each decoder module is designed as a residual conversion module [13] , where a 1 × 1 convolution is responsible for increasing and decreasing the dimensions, and the last layer is intended to resolve the feature map by bilinear interpolation. The rate is doubled. As shown in FIGURE 2, the input of each decoder module is spliced by two parts having the same spatial resolution, wherein the first part is 
B. EDGE-AWARE POOLING MODULE
The codec module feed forward network mentioned above can produce rough pedestrian prediction, but the edge structure cannot be well preserved because the up sampling operation cannot recover spatial information and finer details. We propose a novel edge-aware pooling module to preserve more edge structure information, and the edge-aware feature map is integrated into the pedestrian motion detection task. The task of edge detection is to detect edges and object boundaries in natural images. Edge detection is a basic computer vision task and an important step in achieving the tasks of segmentation and target detection. Here, we use complementary information with edge-related information to assist pedestrian contour detection and motion prediction tasks. Firstly, the VGG network-based supervision flow module is separately trained on the pedestrian detection reference data set. The module is constructed by the HED module based on splicing the combination of the multiple side outputs, and then the spliced output is sent to the pooling layer. Uniform output, where the pooling layer is a convolution of 11 with a kernel size of 5. The structure of the pedestrian contour supervision module based on the VGG network is as shown in the blue box of FIG. Assume that a i is a feature of layer i, which has N unit structures above it, where N ≤ i. This indicates that there is K connection between a i and the upper layer, and the connection weight is denoted as b i1 , b i2 , · · · , b iN . Therefore, we can calculate the correlation coefficient between a i and b in ,
where u and σ are the mean and variance on the test data set, respectively.
For each input image, we connect it to the supervision module and the detection module. The model parameters of the supervision module are fixed, and the multi-level edge-aware feature map is fused to the detection module to help train the video stream when the motion recognition task is hollow. Specifically, the supervision module's conv2-2 (128 channels), conv3-3 (256 channels), conv4-3 (512 channels) and conv5-3 (512 channels), these four levels to obtain feature mapping. They are then fused with the outputs of Decoder4, Decoder3, Decoder2 and Decoder1 by splicing operations. The pooling mechanism of the edge-aware pooling module can be expressed as follows
where F i is labeled as the output feature map of the module, 
C. MULTI-SCALE PYRAMID SUPERVISION MODULE
Although the codec network already mentioned above can combine feature maps from different levels by splicing operations, this network lacks the ability to capture multi-scale pedestrians in the input image due to the lack of a global context structure. In order to solve this problem, we use the pyramid pooling module [12] , which has achieved very effective performance in tasks such as classification and segmentation. First, a four-level average pooling operation is performed on different cascaded networks, and then the pooled features are upsampled to the same size as the original input. The final step is to stitch the multi-level pooling features to the original features. Based on the basic pyramid pooling operation, a new multi-scale pyramid supervision module is proposed to make better use of multi-scale global context structure. Instead of applying only one PPM network to the final prediction portion, multiple auxiliary side outputs are combined with the PPM network to achieve multi-scale supervision. Therefore, we add a PPM network module behind each edge-aware pooling module to speed up the learning process.
where X i (i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}) is represented as the output of the ith decoding block, PP n represents the pyramid pooling operation at the nth level, n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4};W i,n represents the weight of the 1×1 convolution;σ is used by the sigmoid function to scale the parameter; S i () represents the last ith bypass prediction output. During the training phase, each of the auxiliary prediction S i will be supervised and learned by the pixel-based cross entropy loss function and the real pedestrian mask, respectively. In the pedestrian motion prediction, only the output having the same resolution as the input image is selected.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET
In order to evaluate the performance of the pedestrian-aware dense network pedestrian recognition algorithm proposed in this paper, the training set uses internationally accepted motion recognition data: KTH, UCF101 and HMDB5, among which the KTH database includes 6 types of motions performed by 25 different pedestrians in four scenarios. They are walking, running, waving, slow walking, boxing and malfunctioning. The lens is relatively fixed and the background is simple. UCF101 and HMDB5 are complex data sets containing a large number of motion categories. Most of the data comes from video clips. Pedestrian movement is complicated and the angle of view changes greatly. There are a lot of multiplayer interactions. The data is divided into single-person behavior and multi-person interaction behavior. Single-person behavior includes walking, running, bending, jumping, squatting, fainting, squatting and braking. Each type of behavior has 24 people involved in the shooting, 4 times per person. Multi-person interactions include robbery, fighting, trailing, catching up and meeting. In order to verify the effectiveness of the deep network in the identification task of abnormal behavior, we first train the deep network based on the UCF101 data set with the rich action categories. After training the deep network model, the network will be transferred to the CASIA Behavior Analysis Database to complete the task of identifying and classifying abnormal behaviors.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETTINGS
The network module proposed in this paper is completed under the PyTorch deep learning framework. In order to improve the optimization efficiency, the ADAM optimization algorithm is adopted, and its parameters are set as follows: alpha = 0.001, beta1=0.9, beta2=0.999 and epsilon = 10 − 8. The batch size for each stream is 1. For the pedestrian contour detection module, the learning rate is set to 10 −6 , and the number of training iterations is 200k times; for the supervision flow module based on the VGG network, the learning rate is set to 10 −6 , and the number of iterations is set to 300k times. FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4 show the accuracy and Loss value curves during the training process, which fully demonstrates that the network has fast convergence efficiency. The training sample is resized to 384×384 and is used as an input to the network. The graphics processing unit GTX 1080TI is used for training and prediction. It takes about 8 hours to train the edge detection network, and the training of the pedestrian motion detection network takes an additional 7 hours. On the detection side, the model proposed in this paper can process 5 frames of images per second. 
C. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
In this paper, the accuracy-recall (PR) curve is used to identify the accuracy index to evaluate the performance of pedestrian detection and motion recognition algorithms. First, the PR value is calculated by predicting the contour processing of the pedestrian, and then the PR curve is drawn. In order to further verify the classification accuracy of the improved deep network for motion dataset proposed in this paper, this paper selects the intelligent algorithms with more engineering applications for comparison: SRM [5] , BMP [28] , DSS [8] , MSR [29] , DCL [30] . For a fair comparison, the results of all comparison algorithms are derived from the original experimental results and source code. SRM is a two-stream deep network for action recognition based on multi-temporal scale stacking optical flow, which has two advantages over traditional motion network: Firstly, the video motion intensity distribution is analyzed. The video is segmented into regions with different degrees of importance from the temporal domain. During training and testing, the regions with high intensity of motion are preferentially adopted. Secondly, the proposed method constructs a temporal-domain multiscale motion network. This network uses the optical flow information from different temporal-domain scales as input, and can provide more abundant motion information than a single temporal-domain scale. DCL is a deep network for action anticipation based on self-supervised learning. The traditional deep learning requires a lot of data annotations so as to train the network to learn video feature descriptions, while the DCL utilizes the correlation between video and video, full video and sub video as supervision information. Therefore, a deep network without annotation is designed to learn the feature description of the video by optimizing the network parameters. Since the correlation between sub video and full video is used during training, this model can be used for both action recognition and action anticipation. Our proposed algorithm firstly uses the edge-aware pooling module to improve pedestrian contour accuracy and captures video sequences using multi-scale pyramid pooling layer spatial-time context feature. The complementary features of the edge-related features can effectively preserve the clear boundary, and the combination of the auxiliary side output and the pyramid pooling layer output can extract rich global context information. As shown in FIGURE 5, the recognition PR curve on the UCF101 data set can achieve better performance. TABLE 1 shows the accuracy of the different algorithms for the motion identification of the four databases. Table 1 shows the comparison results between the proposed algorithm and other existing algorithms on the behavior recognition data set UCF 101 and HMDB51. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively learn and identify the action information in the video without random sampling of the input and without Focal loss. The method adopted in this paper balances the deletion of too much background information, and effectively improves the accuracy of behavior recognition. The experiment shows that Focal loss and video segmentation random sampling strategy further improve the competitiveness of the algorithm.
It can be seen from the results in Table 1 that the model proposed in this paper has a higher classification recognition accuracy. SRM is a non-deep learning model. By using the optical stream trajectory of the proposed video sequence, multiple hierarchical feature codes are obtained, and the SVM classifier is used to achieve the final motion recognition. The recognition accuracy of a simple background image in a fixed field of view is high, while the result of a video sequence for a complex scene is only 73%. Currently, various improved algorithms are based on matching the optical flow between adjacent frames with the surf key points, thereby Eliminate/reduce the effects of camera motion. BMP is a commonly used space-time optical flow recognition model. The CNN model is trained separately by spatial and spatial (Temporal), and finally the final classification result is obtained through three-dimensional Pooling. The MSR is a multi-channel 3D convolutional network. By convolving and downsampling each channel, the information of all channels is combined to obtain the final feature description. The algorithm of this paper is based on the comprehensive improvement of each model. The edge-aware pooling module and the multi-scale pyramid supervision module are used to extract and extract rich global context information and enhance the accuracy of recognition. This model also achieved the best result of 90.55% on the UCF101 dataset. Because of the different motion categories of different data sets, in order to accurately analyze the motion recognition performance under different categories, this paper uses the classification confusion matrix of KTH data recognition results to quantitatively describe the results, as shown in FIGURE 6 , the abscissa represents the model identification. The motion category, the ordinate is the actual motion category. It can be seen from the Figure 6 that there are false positives in individual motion behaviors, but the proportion is very small, and most of the motions have a 100% diagnostic accuracy rate. At the same time, the difference between the walking and jogging in the dataset is small, but the detection results of this model are highly accurate, which fully demonstrates that the model can obtain better classification results. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix of different categories of images in KTH dataset on the first grouping test set. UCF101 dataset can not visually see the difference in the accuracy of model prediction for different categories because of its high prediction accuracy. KTH dataset can clearly see that the prediction probability of boxing is higher than those of comparison algorithm. There was a significant improvement.
Experiments also validate the comparison of recognition accuracy for some categories of deep network under different input images. The proposed algorithm on two datasets has the greatest improvement compared with SRM and BMP prediction probability. Walking in UCF101 is in the greatest category, which is consistent with the confusion matrix in Figure 6 . The categories with the greatest relative improvement on the two datasets are walking, running, waving, slow walking, boxing and malfunctioning, in which the background occupies a larger area and has strong correlation with behavior. The behaviors with the greatest relative decrease are boxing and malfunctioning, which occupy less image or action amplitude than human body. It's not very big, so completely removing the background can improve the recognition rate of the behavior more effectively.
In order to analyze the impact of the model's edge-aware pooling module and multi-scale pyramid supervision module on the overall energy. In this paper, the DenseNet121 network is used as the codec reference model. The pyramid pooling model is applied to the decoder part, and the edge-aware pooling module is integrated to generate the final motion recognition network. It can be seen from the analysis of the performance of different modules that the edge-aware pooling module and the multi-scale pyramid supervision module can greatly improve the performance. This is because the edge-aware pooling module mainly focuses on improving the boundary area and improving the representation ability of pedestrian edge features [1] . The multi-scale pyramid supervision module can perform space-time feature coding on target sequences at different scales based on pedestrian characteristics, which ultimately improves the accuracy of overall motion recognition.
IV. CONCLUSION
In order to improve the accuracy of pedestrian detection and motion recognition, this paper proposes a novel edge-aware deep network method, which uses the edge-aware pooling module to improve pedestrian contour accuracy, and uses the multi-scale pyramid pooling layer to capture the space-time characteristics of video sequences. The complementary features of the edge-related features can effectively preserve the clear boundary of the descendant target, and the combination of the auxiliary side output and the pyramid pooling layer output can extract rich global context information. A large number of qualitative and quantitative experimental results show that the proposed model can effectively improve the performance of existing pedestrian detection and motion recognition network.
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